
 
 

The Angel Tuners™ Set of 3 - C 4096 Hz, 4160 Hz, 4225 Hz 
 
Based on the ninth octave of the overtone series, the Angel Tuners 
open the passageway to angelic kingdoms. By vibrating your cranial 
bones, the Angel Tuner opens the gateway for spiritual insights and 
experiences. This tuner enhances your connection to universal 
energy for manifesting inspiration and a meditative state, as well as 
connections with higher powers, visions, and creative expression. 
 
Benefits: 
 

• Enhances connection to universal energy 

• Spiritual insights and experiences 

• The manifestation of inspiration and a meditative state 

• Connect with higher powers and creative expression 
 
The Angel Tuners are based on the ninth octave of the overtone series. In the overtone series, a fundamental 
tone creates a second tone and the second tone creates a third tone, etc. These tones ascend in pitch. This 
rising in pitch of the overtone series represents the archetypal images of Jacob’s Ladder and the stairway to 
heaven. Alexander Scriaben, a Russian composer, believed ninth octave overtones would bring forth a new 
era and unite Heaven and Earth. His last composition “Mysterium” was to be played in India using bells hung 
from clouds sounding these overtones. The Crystal Tuner is one of three tuners in the Angel Tuner set. 
 
Instructions: 
 
All three Angel Tuners can be used in many creative ways. Tap any two together and meditate upon the 
sound or hold several Angel Tuners between your fingers and tap them simultaneously to create an Angelic 
concert. The sound will be delicate, and high in pitch. 
 
The Angel Tuners can also be used with crystals to create group meditations. With one person laying on a 
bodywork table or floor as many as five people can surround him or her with their Angel Tuners and 
crystals. For example, one person can stand at the head, one at each shoulder, and one at each hip 
creating a five-star pattern. Then you can gently tap the forks and move the crystals along different 
diagonal star patterns. 
 
After meditation or massage, gently tap the Angel Tuners. You do not have to hold them directly in your 
ears. Tap them gently three inches to several feet off the cranium and move them around. They can be held 
in specific areas of sutural restrictions, internal bone rotation, or energy conflict. The pulsating beats 
between the tuning forks will be apparent to the listener’s ears. 
 
Most importantly, allow your inner mind to listen to the sound and create new ways of using the Angel 
Tuners. 
  
The Angel tuning forks have high, fine frequencies. At dawn or dusk is the time to immerse yourself in the 
Otherworld. I go out into nature and follow the trail of nature beings. They appear in remote clearings or at 
the edge of the forest or nearby a hawthorne. I gently strike the Angel Tuners together and immediately feel 
a movement in the corners of my eyes. The high vibrations of the tuning forks attract subtle energies and I 
can see the nature beings flitting past in the corners of my eyes. I hold the two Tuning forks in one hand 
and tap them with the C 4096 Hz in the other hand. The subtle sound expands my peripheral vision, all my 
senses are heightened and I perceive things that were previously hidden from me. 
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